Dear Parents, Carers and Staff,

Welcome back to term two, it will certainly be a busy one. On the back of this page you will find the term calendar. At the moment it is true and correct but we may need to change an event so be sure to keep your eye on the newsletter.

**Invitation to the ANZAC Assembly**

Our special ANZAC assembly will be held next Wednesday 29th April at 2pm. This special centenary ceremony has been planned by the student councillors with the help of Mrs Denise Bray and Mr Tim Schoenmakers. Thank you to that group of dedicated workers who have planned a moving ceremony. Parents, carers and community members are invited to attend.

**Uniform statement**

Remember that our students attend school dressed in the correct uniform. Because this is the winter term they will need either maroon or grey tracksuit pants to keep warm, and a school jacket to maintain standards of dress. All students should continue to wear their wide-brimmed hat to protect them from the sun.

**School mobile app update**

The school’s mobile app for both iPhones and Androids has been updated. Please visit the Android and Apple Store and update the Swan View PS App. Android users also need to clear the app data by going to the phone settings menu, Applications/Apps and select the app then choose ‘clear data’.

**SMOKING AT THE BACK OF THE SCHOOL**

This morning I had an outside agency person to discuss access to parking. While she was here she said to me “I hate walking past that group of women who smoke and swear at the back of the school. It’s not right that small children should have to put up with that kind of behaviour”. I have repeatedly requested that parents move away from the back completely and STOP engaging in behaviours that are sending out the wrong messages to our students.

**ACE program SVSHS**

Achieving Curriculum Excellence Program invites students who have achieved high scores in educational assessments and who consistently demonstrate academic aptitude in the classroom to join extension learning activities. These students also demonstrate excellent standards of attitudes, behaviour and effort. Our students in Years 5 & 6 have been invited to the Showcase Assembly at the Swan View Senior High School on Friday 5 June at 9.45am. The future ACE students will be presented with their ACE Certificate and pencil case.

Cheers, Marg